
Nightmare burglary – 
make your house into a safe!

With the ABUS CodeLoxx LC with digit ring

www.abus.com

YOU MAY BE  
WONDERING...
How secure is the ABUS CodeLoxx LC with digit ring?
The CodeLoxx LC with digit ring offers increased protection 
against burglary as it does not allow for the use of manipu-
lation tools and has hardened protective elements. Another 
advantage: You can avoid the risky business of hiding your 
key near the entrance by using a code input.
 
How long does the battery last?
The CodeLoxx LC with digit ring is not connected to the elec-
trical power grid and is powered by a long-life lithium battery 
that allows up to 50,000 door openings. The cylinder warns 
you in the event of reduced power in due time. The battery 
can be changed quickly and easily. 

How do I program codes?
Each family member or user can have their own personal 
code. Simply plug in the programming key and input the 
desired code and confirm entry. Deleting the code is just as 
easy. You can create up to 511 different codes or keys.

Is there still a key? 
In addition to code input, you can also choose to use an  
electronic ABUS chip key. You can even program multiple keys 
and equip them with locking authorisations.

What doors are the CodeLoxx suitable for?
The CodeLoxx LC with digit ring is suitable for all doors that 
have a conventional profile cylinder (door cylinder). Simply 
remove the existing cylinder and insert the CodeLoxx LC with 
digit ring. The required length is measured beforehand by 
you or your dealer. Subsequent changes to the length can be 
made with the modular constructionof the CodeLoxx cylinder, 
e.g. when moving or replacing the door.

Put an end to being tied to your keys and use either your 
own personal code or the ABUS chip key! 

· FREEDOM You no longer need a key 
· CHOICE Code input or ABUS chip key

Did the door shut behind you, or did you lose or forget your 
key? Now you have no reason to worry. Because you can 
always get back in with your personal digit code, saving 
you time, money and a lot of worry.

· INPUT CODE easily with the digit ring
· OPEN THE DOOR without a locksmith or stress

You can program and delete codes easily at any time. This 
allows you to give out a code and delete it again after-
wards, e.g. to your neighbour whilst you’re on holiday. The 
cat is well taken care of without you having to give out a 
key. 

· RAPIDLY create new codes and delete them 
· NO KEY to give out

Take the key off the ring, put it in your pocket and hope 
you don’t lose it... This is now a thing of the past.  
Feel free to just go running without a key! 

· WITHOUT A KEY get in and out - very easily
· NO MORE NEED TO HIDE KEYS

IS IT POSSIBLE TO 
LIVE WITHOUT  
KEYS?
NO PROBLEM.

DOOR CLOSED? 
FORGOT YOUR 
KEY?
NO PROBLEM.

RELAXING ON  
YOUR HOLIDAY?
NO PROBLEM.

SIMPLY  
GOING RUNNING?
NO PROBLEM.

Your dealer:
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UNIQUE CODE INPUT
INNOVATIVE INPUT SYSTEM ON THE DOORKNOB, NO KEYPAD

1

Turn the knob so that the desired number is on the 
top. The grid allows you to enter the digit accurately.

2

Enter the digit by gently pressing the knob. A green light 
confirms the entry.

4

The cylinder engages and you can now open the door 
by turning the knob.

3

Enter your 4 to 6-digit  
code in this way.


